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The combinable
senior bed

Relax senior bed The convertible
dream bed for seniors

Advantages
Versatile options for a fully functional bed
We offer a variety of components that can be mixed
and matched to make a fully functional senior bed.
The “Relax” senior bed is available in the sizes
90 x 200 cm, 100 x 200 cm, 120 x 200 cm,
120 x 220 cm, 140 x 200 cm and 140 x 220 cm.
There are also 4 different decors, an electrically
adjustable slatted frame and the “Lippe IV” height
adjustable bed insert to choose from. For the
120/140 cm wide bed models the “Lippe 120/140”
bed insert is available. Optional floor-level sides are
available to completely conceal the chassis of the
bed insert.

“Relax” double bed
with height adjustable
“Lippe IV” bed insert

Comfortable and senior-friendly
The 45 cm entry height makes getting in and out of
bed even easier.
Accessories
An extensive range of accessories is available for
the “Relax” senior bed.

"Relax" single bed
with motorised
frame.
Electrically adjustable backrest and
leg rest

“Relax” single bed
with height-adjustable
“Lippe” bed insert
and floor-level sides,
with electrically
adjustable backrest,
leg rest and mattress
base height

Wooden frame in
solid beech, headboard, footboard
and side panels in
beech decor

Wooden frame in
solid beech, headboard, footboard
and side panels in
maple decor

2 single beds can be
joined together to make a
double bed. The gap in
between is sealed with a
wooden cover.

Height-adjustable
strips for supporting
slatted frame
(4 heights in 2-cm
stages). Lowest
position 26 cm

Wooden frame in
solid beech, headboard, footboard
and side panels in
Havana decor

Wooden frame in
solid beech, headboard, footboard
and side panels in
Bella Noce decor
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Relax senior bed
Features
•
•
•
•

Side posts on the headboard and footboard, and grip rail on the footboard, in solid beech
Headboards, footboards and side panels in decor finish (choice of 4 different decors)
Entry height: 45 cm (measured from the top of the side panel down to the floor)
The entry height can be adjusted as desired by raising or lowering the adjustable strips that
support the slatted frame

Accessories
(available at extra cost)

Standing aid combined with
Lippe IV (Lippe 120 similar
to illustration)

Clip-on safety side combined
with Lippe IV

Adaptable safety sides
combined with Lippe IV

Wooden cover (beech decor) to
join the gap between beds when
used as a double bed

Motorised frame. Electrically
adjustable backrest and
leg rest (90 x 200 cm and
100 x 200 cm)

Lippe IV height-adjustable
bed insert. Electrically adjustable
backrest, leg rest and mattress
base height

Lifting pole with triangular
handle combined with Lippe IV

Order numbers and external dimensions
90 x 200 cm
(mattress base
dimensions)

Beech decor
Royal Maple decor
Cherry Havana decor
Bella Noce Schoko decor

120 x 200 cm
(mattress base
dimensions)

120 x 220 cm
(mattress base
dimensions)

140 x 200 cm
(mattress base
dimensions)

140 x 220 cm
(mattress base
dimensions)

100 x 209 cm
(external dimensions)
Order number

100 x 200 cm
(mattress base
dimensions)
110 x 209 cm
(external dimensions)
Order number

130 x 209 cm
(external dimensions)
Order number

130 x 229 cm
(external dimensions)
Order number

150 x 209 cm
(external dimensions)
Order number

150 x 229 cm
(external dimensions)
Order number

53.5311.92

53.5311.12

53.5311.22

53.5311.23

53.5311.42

53.5311.43

53.5184.92

53.5184.12

53.5184.22

53.5184.23

53.5184.42

53.5184.43

53.5681.92

53.5681.12

53.5681.22

53.5681.23

53.5681.42

53.5681.43

53.4889.92

53.4889.12

53.4889.22

53.4889.23

53.4889.42

53.4889.43
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